GOOD ROADS
BONDS BEATEN

Crittenden's Bond Issue Is Beaten For
The First Time In 500 Majority

The election Tuesday was a
rather disheartening experience to the
advocates of good roads, the proposi-
tion being defeated by 200 votes.

The total vote was 1,000,000, and the
vote was around 900,000. The
majority was 200.

Our people are not easily beaten, and do not yet realize the
importance of the question.

The editor is of the belief that the committee is working over the
parties and not the proposition, and that
the proposed bond issue is one that will be
voted down.

A Friend of St. C., C.

The town was divided in 1875, and
the town of St. C., C. was
formed.

The town of St. C., C. is
the largest town in the state,
and is comprised of
8,000,000 acres of
land.
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CAPT. MASON & LUCAS

MORGAN'S OLD NURSE TELL A STORY

Capt. Lucas, Frankfurt, Feds as fit as in the Days.

MORGAN'S OLD NURSE TELLS A STORY

In his book, "Morgan's Old Nurse Tells a Story," author Captain Lucas, a veteran of the Civil War, shares a firsthand account of life during that tumultuous time. Through his narrative, he offers insights into the daily struggles and triumphs experienced by those who lived and fought in those years.

The letter from R. Allen Foster is titled "Your Last Chance." It appears to be an excerpt from a book or article, discussing the urgency of a situation and the availability of a last opportunity for action.

The Family Safeguard Greve, Greve, Greve, Greve, Greve, Greve. The credit union is often cited as a source of financial protection, offering a safe haven for personal savings. In Greve, each member enjoys the benefits of belonging to a cooperative financial institution.

The letter from John H. Nimmo, Marion, Ky, Phone II-3, discusses a personal matter or an announcement, though the specifics are not clear from the document provided.
Yandell-Guggenheim Co.'s Big Stock of Merchandise

IS OPEN FOR YOU

The Best Stock That Ever Was Here

Newest Silks
Newest Dress Goods

The New Ones Are HERE

Everything that is up to date to wear is in our store. The Prices Are Right.

The House to Buy Rugs, Mattings, Draperies, and Curtains. A Big Line

Yandell-Guggenheim Company.
We Will Bend You Right Now - Common Woods

Saralyn Roushion of Shirley Ann Roberts of the World. Science is published every day. Even for the first time. The words have no meaning and are not understood.

meeting at Clapham, Vt., with E. B. F. Brown. They found there from three years ago that the Lawrence-Vertevois was an outstanding one. In their case, the last week in March, the "I. A. V. Conference in Clapham."

C. W. Brown, a good teacher, was in attendance. Some of the farmers found that it had no meaning and was not understood.

The whole town of Vertebev, except for a few who were present, found that it had no meaning and was not understood.

The method of teaching will be much improved. As a result, the editors of the middle class must be more careful in their selection of reliable sources. The facts are not as clear as they have been presented.

Events are almost incomprehensible; they supply us with all the information we need; but it is not true if we are to be able to answer the question, "What is the meaning of 'now' in this context?"

- N.B. Yates.

Eggs for Hatchings

Eggs from thoroughbred Red Birds for sale at Mrs. Howard Hunter, Red Birds for sale.

Make for Sale.

Four days old extra 2 and 1/2. To sell in small quantities.

Bob Enz, Dayton.

Swan Lake Hatchery

Having a large number of Red Bird eggs. Please make an appointment at our hatchery to talk about the business and promotions.

T. J. LeGrand of Sleepy Hollow, N.Y., on Sunday. The hatchery is open to the public. On January 1st, it will be open on the Public Holiday.

We welcome you to our Swan Hatchery, where we have dragons and snakes. We have some of the cutest and most popular species of the world. People of all ages love our hatchery. Our reptiles are well cared for and we take good care of them.

Sturgis Reptile Den owners.

Karen Sarah Bell, of Marion, has been in Madison County, and Mr. W. L. McGrew, who is a member of the family, Beijing, China.

We welcome you to our Swan Hatchery, where we have dragons and snakes. We have some of the cutest and most popular species of the world. People of all ages love our hatchery. Our reptiles are well cared for and we take good care of them.

Mrs. Walter Train, of Sartell, Minn., was planning to visit the baby turtles and their nests. In the winter of 1950, the lees of the 200.000.000.000.

Materials used in the construction of these eggs will be eight feet in length, with the top of the nest being four feet high.

Annual Meeting

The National Reptile Council annual meeting will be held in St. Louis this week.

The Council meeting is held every year in different cities across the country. This year, the meeting will be held in St. Louis, Missouri.

The meeting will be held at the St. Louis Union Station on April 15th.

The cost of the meeting is $50 per person, which includes all meals and accommodations.

The council will discuss various topics related to reptiles, such as conservation, education, and research.

In addition to the formal sessions, there will be a reception and a banquet, where members can network and socialize.

The meeting is open to the public, and anyone interested in reptiles is welcome to attend.

For more information, please visit the National Reptile Council website.